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1. Introduction and summary

For a finite semigroup S and a field 3>, denote by <P [S] the semigroup algebra
of S over <P, and when S has a zero element, denote by 4>0[S] *ne contracted semi-
group algebra of S over <P (see § 5.2 [1]). Then theorem 5.31 [1], due to E. Hewitt
and H. S. Zuckerman, gives a determination of the radical of <P[S] when S is com-
mutative and the characteristic of 0 does not divide the order of any subgroup of
S; and on page 168 [1] some results concerning the radical of ^ 0 [ ^ ] when S is
completely 0-simple are given, the determination of the radical in the general case
remaining open.

In [2], G. Lallement and M. Petrich determine the radical of <P0[^] when S
is any finite completely 0-simple semigroup, their result being as follows.

RESULT 1 (from [2]). Let T = J(°(G; m, n; P) be any finite completely 0-sim-
ple semigroup and 0 any field. Then the radical of the Munn algebra 8& — <Jf(<P[G];
m, n; P), which we identify with <P 0[T] (Iemma5.ll [1]) is determinedby

Rad 38 = {X e £8 : PXP is over rad <P[G]}.

In this paper we determine the radical of (P0[5], when Sis any finite semigroup
with a zero element (see theorem 2). As noted on page 160 [1], 'if S u z is the
semigroup resulting from the adjunction of a zero element z to a semigroup S
(whether or not S has a zero to begin with) then $ 0 [ S u z ] = $[S]. ' Thus the fol-
lowing also determines the radical of <P [S], where S is any finite semigroup, with
or without a zero element.

We use throughout the notations and conventions of A. H. Clifford and G. B.
Preston [1].

2. Rad >P0[S]

Let S = S° be a finite semigroup and let $ be a field. Let Jt (i = 1, • • -,p)
denote the ^-classes of S for which the corresponding principal factors,

O' = 1. •••»/>) say, are 0-simple (see page 72 [1]). Then by
350
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theorem 3.5 [1], each Qt is isomorphic to ?. regular Rees matrix semigroup over a
group with zero, i.e Qi^^°(Gi;mi,ni;Pi) say. We assume for convenience
that Qi =^#°(Gi; mt, wf; Pt), for j = 1, • • -,p. Moreover, we shall also identify
®o[Qi] with the Munn algebra ^ =^($[Gi];mi, nt; PJ (lemma 5.17 [1]).
Now $0[6.-]/rad $o[Qi] is semisimple, and hence contains an identity, Zsj + rad
<P0[Qi] say. Let 0,- denote the natural homomorphism of (PotS1/,^1] onto <P0[Qi]
(seepages 170, 171 [1]).

THEOREM 1. The radical of$0[S] is determined by

Rad<P0[S] = {Ie<f o [S] :fori = 1, • • ;p, (XE^iSradQ^Qi)}

= {Xe <P0[S] :for i = 1, • • ;p, P^XE^^ is over rad4>[Gt]}.

PROOF. From lemma 5.6 [1] and the main representation theorem for semi-
simple algebras (page 154 [1]) we see that the radical of ^0[^]> a s defined on page
149 [1], is simply the set

{Xe$0[S]: for every proper irreducible representation F of Sover <P, F(X) = 0}.

We now use extensively theorem 5.33 [1].
(i) TakeanyelementZin#o[S ' ]suchthat(ZE1)0ferad$o[gJfori = I, • • -,p,

and let F be any proper non-null irreducible representation over $ of S, and thus
also of $0[S]. Since S is finite, F is principal, with apex Jk for some element
k e {1, • • •,/>}. Now F', the representation of Qk induced by F (see page 171 [1])
is also irreducible and non-null, and by lemma 5.6 [1 ] is effectively a representation
of tf'otGkl/rad $0[Qkl whence F'(Ek) = /„, where n is the degree of F'. Clearly
then (from (2') page 171 [1])

F(X) = F{X)In = F(X)F(Ek) = F(XEk) = r((XEk)4>k) = 0,

since {XEk)<j>k e rad <P0[Qk\- It follows that Xe rad <P0[S].
(ii) Take now any element X in rad <P0[S] and any element ie {1, • • •,/>}.

Let F' be any proper non-null irredicible representation of Q{. Then as in (i),
F'(Ei) = /„, where n is the degree of F'. Define a representation F of <P0[S] by

F(Y) = F'dYE^i) for all Y in <

Then F is irreducible, whence

F'UXE^d = F{X) = 0.

Hence (Ar£i)0i6 rad #0[(?(]' a n d the result follows.

REMARK 1. The determination of rad #0[S] given by theorem 1 would be
more complete if we could give a construction for the £ ; , instead of merely proving
their existence, i.e. if we could solve the following problem: given a finite completely
0-simple semigroup T — ^°(G; m,n;P) and a field <P, construct, in terms of the
variables <P, G, P, an element E in <&0[T] such that £ + r a d <t>0[T] is the identity
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element of <£0[r]/rad <P0[T]. However, in the next theorem, we are able to cir-
cumvent this problem and give a complete determination of rad <P0[S] by re-
placing each £; by all the elements, one at a time, in / , . It is important to note
that Jt is finite, so that we have a finite procedure for determining, of any given
element in #o[Si, whether it is in rad 4>0[S] or not.

REMARK 2. A solution to the problem in remark 1 would make more complete
the determination, given by theorem 5.33 [1 ], of all irreducible representations
over <P of a finite semigroup S (see the proof of theorem 1).

THEOREM 2. The radical of <P0[S] is determined by

Rad &0[S] = {Xe 3>0[S] -.for all s e / „ (Xs)^ e rad $0[Q,], for i = 1, • • •,/>}

= { I e <P0[S] : for all s e / ; , P^Xs)^^

is over rad <P[G,-], for i = 1, • • -,p}.

PROOF. Take any element Xe <P0[S] and any element ie {I, • • -,p} such that
(ATj^jErad <P0[Qj]. Take any proper "non-null irreducible representation f
of Qt over $ with degree n, and any element s e Jt. Extend F' to F as above. Then

>t] = F(Xs) = F(X)F(s) = F(X)InF(s)

is) = o.

Hence (Xs)(j>i e rad 4>0[Gt] f ° r e a c n element s e Jt.
Conversely, suppose (Xs)<t>i€ rad #0[2>] for each seJ{. Since Ete<P[Ji],

it follows that (XE^i e rad <P0[Gi]- Hence, for any Xe <&0[S\ and any i e {1, • • •,
p), we have (AT;)*/); 6 rad <P0[Qi] if and only if (A^)(/); e rad $ 0 [2 i l f° r each ele-
ment seJt. Theorem 2 now follows from theorem 1.
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